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Recently one of the interests of the microwave group 
in the School of Physics at Georgia Institute of Technology 
has been the study of the emission of microwave radiation by 
gases. When a molecule with ground state wave function is 
subject to resonance radiation, its wave function becomes a 
mixture of ground and excited state wave functions. Its 
dipole moment will then oscillate at the resonant frequency 
producing radiation which is out of phase with the inducing 
radiation. If the inducing radiation is of short duration, 
then after it terminates the molecule will continue to 
radiate until it returns to the ground state or until it has 
a collision. 
Romer and Dicke (1) were the first to observe this 
type of radiation from a gas. In 1955 they announced a 
method for exciting gases to states from which they emit 
coherent spontaneous radiation in the microwave frequency 
region. The excitation was produced by the application of 
short pulses of microwqve power.The power subsequently 
radiated by the gas was calcUlated for several cases and the 
experimental methods used to detect the radiation are des- 
2 
cribed in their paper. In 1967, Hill, Kaplan, Hermann and 
Ichiki (2) reported the emission of microwave radiation from 
OCS excited by short microwave pulses. They observed a co-
herent ringing after termination of the incident pulses, and 
the decay envelope of this radiation provided direct infor-
mation on collision rates and other relaxation processes. 
The microwave group in the School of Physics at 
Georgia Institute of Technology has found a different method 
for exciting the gas which is related to the adiabatic rapid 
passage phenomenon in nuclear magnetic resonance. The phenom-
enon is usually explained on the basis of a classical model 
of magnetism, but it has been shown in this work to be appli-
cable to systems for which no classical model is possible. 
Excitation of the gas is accomplished by sweeping the frequen-
cy of the applied radiation through the resonance frequency of 
the gas rather than subjecting the gas to a very short pulse 
of radiation. If a pulse is used the microwave power and 
duration of pulse must be,very carefully adjusted, but if 
the sweep method ia,used neither the power nor sweep rate 
are critical adjustments. The' sweep method is more than 
just a way of obtaining a short pulse. In the actual appli- , 
cation of the sweep methOd in the laboratory the frequency 
of the incident radiation is held fixed and the resonance 
frequency of 	gas is - swept' by use of the Stark effect. 
Having the incident radiation constant in amplitude and fixed 
in frequency is a very great advantage experimentally. If 
3 
, 
the klystran,,frequenqy 	varied the ,k Tstron power at the 
,crystal,-detedtor changes becEi.U4e ofOthe,nonuniform power out-
put of the 	 and 	the §tark cell. These 
4t''' power variations havea - rhuch larger effect on the detected 
signal than the molecular'radiation. On the other hand if 
the klystrowridiaticin?has l 'congtantamPIitildeand frequency 
then one can be sure that any variation of the beat signal 
is produced by the molecular radiation. 
The primary concern of this investigation has been to 
show that the adiabatic rapid passage technique can be used 
to excite gas molecules making possible an observation of 
their microwave emission spectra. The decay rate of the 
emitted radiation after excitation has proven to be of par-
ticular interest, and its measurement has yielded some 
surprises. 
A theorectical discussion of the quantum mechanical 
treatment of this type of emission radiation and its com-
parision with the adiabatic rapid passage method of nuclear 
magnetic resonance will be found in Chapter II. Discussion 
of the experimental method and data collection are found in 
Chapter III. The results of this investigation can be 
divided into two main categories, lamely i the observation 
of emission radiation under different physical conditions, 
such as, different number of Stark components, different 
Stark voltage and different sweep rate, etc. and the rela- 
tion of decay rate to pressure, temperature and power. These 
4 
results are discussed in Chapter IV. Finally a report about 
conclusions and recommendations is given in Chapter V. 
,„. 
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Adiabatic Rapid Passau ofAussp.rlagrigtiglieignance 
Consider a top with total angular momentum Jh which 
carries a negative electric charge and is subjected to a 
constant magnetic field H o . The well known result for this 
top is that the magnetic moment vector, Al = - gfiJ, precesses 
-4• 
at a constant rate at a fixed angle with H o and at Larmor 
frequencycO =)(11 o , where g is the spectroscopic splitting 
factor and Yis the magnetogyric ratio or gyromagnetic ratio. 
If, instead of applying just a constant magnetic 
field Ho , one adds a rotating component H 1 at right angles 
to Ho then the total field can be expressed 
4. A 	 A 	 A 
H = i H1 cos aot + j Hi sin cut + k Ho . 	(1) 
By viewing from a coordinate system rotating at the same 
frequency as H1, namelyco, the effective field will be 
He = H - &J/I. as indicated on Figure 1. From the classical 
mechanics of tops it can beshown that the `magnetic moment 
ju will, in the,second rotating system, rotate at a3= y. 
about the direction of He  Since only the z-component of.41 




Figure 1. Diagram of the Effective Field and Magnetic 
Moment in the Rotating Frame. 
Y 
7 
forward trigonometry one can show from Figure 1 that 
. 
cos o( = 1-2 sin 	sin
2 
 (*cot). (2) 
, 	• 
If one supposes the mnetic , moment Al to arise from a parti- 
cle of spin J=S=*, then co:30,c can be used to give the pro-
bability P(-i) that <S e> = -I where initially at t=0 
(S z> =, +-fr. Since the classical z-component i ,.s icose< one has 
COS  O( . P(+I) 	P(-*) 	 (3) 
and P(+1) + 	= 1. Eliminating P(+-b-) one gets 
= i(1-cos 	) = sin2 e sin2  ( t) 	(4) 
From Figure 1 it can be seen that sin e= H i / He , and since 
= r H e , one obtains 
2 i )-- 
sin -fra 	 1-1 t = sin .1.1. et = sin 	t 	+ (H (d o— 	)
2 
 • 	(5) 
Finally, one obtains 
	
2 	 71/, 
1) (4) = 	
H], sin2 	(" 
,2,s2 + (rHo-c2 ) 0) 	(6) 
° 1 2 op .2 
-> 
Consider the special case when to= H o 	' e=a) From Figure 1 it o 
-0 -o 
can be seen that 0= 11/2 and H =kie 	Equation (6) becomes 
He, H1 	 H 1 
MI 
Figure 2. Curves of the Probabilities P(-*) and 
1)'(*i) at Resonance. 
(a) (b ) ( c ) 
8 
e 
Figure 3 . Successive Positions of_X e and M 
as it is Swept through iHo . 
P(-1) = sin2 (ir hi t). 
The magnetic moment oscillates between the +z and -z direc-
tion and the initial probabilities 	and P(-1) have been 
interchanged at the times when t = (2n+1) 71Yril1 where n = 0, 
1,2,3,.... as shown on Figure 2. This is the case called 
-• 
magnetic resonance. It occurs when Nis equal to w ° , the 
Larmor precession frequency of an isolated moment. 
The above discussion is based upon a single particle 
model, but the results can be used to'predict the behavior of 
the total magnetization M which is just the vector sum of 
the is over a unit volume. Generally, the magnetization 
M tends exponentially toward its thermal equilibrium value 
Mo if no external interactions influence it. If somehow a 
nonequilibrium M has been achieved, say by turning the ro-
tating field H1 on and off briefly, then M will tend to pre-
cess at cs.)0 except for the effects of relaxation. Consider 
the case when a slow 'sweep of the magnitude of 60 from Go< W o 
 through (4=ouo, :tai',GO)c,0o oc curs. Figure 3 pictures the 
successive 'positions of He in the plane of Ho and H1 dUring 
the sweep process. (Recall that this plane is precessing 
rapidly around HO  relative to,the laboratory reference frame.) 
Initially, as shown on part (a), M is pointing approximately• 
along Ho and precessing ;about H o . •  As to increases the vector 




with He as axis. When co reaches c0 as part (b) shows, M 
moves around a circle in a plane perpendicular to H 1 . As 
the value of co becomes greater than ct as shown on part (c), 
M will start precessing into the direction which is anti- 
parallel to Ho . Therefore during the sweep of cc through We , 
M completely flips from the +H0 to -Ho direction. A coil 
placed around the,lsample'and having its axis in the equato-
rial plane will experience a varying-flux linkage and hence 
an emf which reaches a maximum with M in ,the equatorial plane. 
Two conditions need to be , con6;Kei.ed. The fir'6t 	'how 
slowly must H e be turned (car how slowly must co be swept) . so 
that M will follow. The second is how fast H e must change 
in a short time so that 'M will not relax back to M - before 
"40' 
the process of reversing H e has been completed. Bloch (3) 
applied the relaxation theory and introduced the time con-




<( 	( Ho - 4:4 )1 >>011 • ( 8 ) 
From these two conditions this method is named the "adiabatic 
rapid passage method". 
Microwave Adiabatic  Rapid Passage 
The microwave adiabatic rapid passage method is 
similar to the corresponding nuclear magnetic resonance 
method just discussed. However this method of excitation 
11 
can be used to excite systems where no classical model is 
available. Again this method can be divided into two parts, 
namely, pulsing at fixed frequency and sweeping through the 
resonance. 
Consider a two level system in which Yg and Te are 
the time dependent eigenfuncti6hs of ground and excited 
states respectively.' Suppose that initially the system is 
in the grourid,state- dnd that at t = 0 it is subjected to 
radiation a;the resonance frequency YR which causes al tian7 
sition to the 'excited state. The wa.Vefunction at a later 
time can be expressed as 
(t) = ag (t) T g (t) 	ae (t) e (t) 
	
(9) 
where initially ag (0) = 1 and a e (0) = 0. The time rate of 
change of the coefficients are given by time dependent per-
turbation theory as 
e (t) = (-11E) ag (t) * (t) 	(t) dt  ) e 
(1 0) 
a (t) = (-1/ E) a e ctpg (t) H Tem dt 
where H is the Hamiltonian for the interaction between the 
radiation and the system. For a microwave radiation field 
polarized in the z-direction, H is given by 
12 
= p• E = - 	z 
where duz is the z-component of the molecular electric dipole 
moment and E z is the intensity of the microwave electric 
field. A solution of equations (10), as shown in detail in 
Appendix A, gives for the probability of the system being 
in the excited state ae  a e  = sin
2ct and for the ground state 
a
g ag 
 = cos2ct where c in the case of electric dipole inter- 
action is equal to the matrix element of the dipole moment 
operator for the transition times the microwave field inten-
sity divided by 2E% The plot of the probabilities versus 
the time are shown in Figure 4. , , From that plot it can be 
seen that initially the probalillity;of j the,system being in 
the ground state, a a has the value 1, and the -probability g ,g° 
of it being inthe'excited state a e ae is zero. If the 
microwave radiation with frequOcy fixed at resonance is cut 
off at time t1 , as shown on Figdre ,- the system would have 
gone from ground state to eiccit °O . Ptate. If there%aramany 
systems, some initially in the ground state and some in the 
excited state, then these populations would be reversed by 
the pttlse of radiation. In order to obtain this reversal 
the intensity and duration of the pulse would have to be 
very carefully adjusted. 
The population reversal can also be achieved by a 
method similar to the adiabatic rapid passage method of 
1 3 
nuclear thagnetit resonance. That is, one can Start with the 
radiation frequency lower than the resonance frequency and 
then increase it in order to sweep through the resonance 










Figure 4. The Variation of Ground and Excited 
State Populations With Time. 
Starting from the initial condition, the probability 
for the molecule being in the ground state a g ag is one and 
the probability of it being in the excited state a e ae is 
zero. The probabilities at later times are found by solving 
equations. (10). As the sweep occurs these probabilities 
undergo some small oscillations then interchange values as 
the radiation frequency passes through the resonance frequency. 
The rate of sweep and the radiation field intensity are not 
critical in this case so long as the sweep is fast enough 
that the relaxation processes do not prevent the reversal. 





Figure 5. The Klystron Frequency Sweep thro ugh Resonance 
and Interchange of State-Populations in, 






For thk,purpose of makipgan-accurate -calCUlation,  
of the p4U16Itions during this, 	process a compUto' 
program was written as describek:inWpendix B. The results 
 
.,, 
ofthiscomp i.gures 6, to 10. 
In these figures, the horizontal coordinate is the time and 
each unit represents 0.4 nanosecond. The vertical coordi-
nates, running from 0 to :L, represent the probabilites of the 
molecules being in ground or excited states. The solid 
curves show the change of these probabilites with time when 
initially the molecules were concentrated in the ground 
state while the dashed curves show the probabilities when 
the molecules were initially in the excited state.. 
Figure 6, shows an ideal complete reversal case with 
small oscillations, and Figure 7 and 10 show the effects 
of varying the conditions required for the ideal case. In 
Figure 6, c = Ex EUxmn / a is set at the optimum value, 40 x 
106 rad/sec. C increases with increasing microwave power. 
The number of intervals N into which the sweep is divided 
for the calculations is 10,000 in all cases. The time for 
half a sweep L, is set at 0.4 microsecond in Figure 6. 
That is the full sweep requires 0.8 microseconds. The sweep 
rate K is 10 15 rad/sec. Figure 7 shows the effect of in-
creasing the power two and one half times. The oscillations 
become larger and faster but the reversal process is still 
complete. Notice from the figure some values of the proba-
bilities are more than one indicating that the wavelunction 
1.0 
0 .8 
C = 40x106 rad/sec 
L = 4x10-•7  sec 
K = 1015 rad/sec2 
I 
%h. or .•••• 	•••■■,,d,sL  
200 	400 	boo 	800 	1000 	lapo 	1400 
TIME (in 0.4 nanosecond) 
Figure 6. Ground and Excited State Populations during 
Adiabatic Rapid Passage, Ideal-Case. 
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Figure 7. Ground and Excited State Populations during -
Adiabatic Rapid Passage, Larger Rower. 
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TIME (in 0.4 nanosecond) 
Figure 8. Ground and Excited State Populations dUring, 
Adiabatic Rapid Passage Smaller Power. 
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Figure 9. Ground and Excited State Populations during 
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Figure 10. Ground and Excited State Populations during 
5 	 : • 	Adiabatic Rapid Passage, Slower Sweep Rate. 
21 
did not remain normalized"because'o cummulative errors in 
the calculation. Figure 8 shows the effect of reducing 
the power to one half that used in the ideal case of Figure 
6, The initial oscillation is very small, however it becomes 
larger at the final stage of sweep. The reversal process is 
not complete. Figure 9 shows a much faster (four times the 
ideal case) sweep rate; the reversal is not complete and 
terminates at 0.75 and 0.275. Figure 10 shows a slower sweep 
rate, i.e., only half that of the ideal case. The reversal 
is complete and there is essentially no change in oscilla-
tions compared with the ideal case. 
Stark Sweep Method  
In this investigation the experimental method used 
for sweeping through the resonance frequency was somewhat 
different from that in the above discussion. The microwave 
radiation frequency was held constant and the resonance 
frequency was swept through the fixed radiation frequency 
by use of the Stark effect. 
Figure 11 shows the idea of this sweep through 
mechanism. The dashed line represents the magnitude of the 
Stark field as a function of time, and the solid lines trace 
the frequencies of the three Stark components of the ammonia 
line'as functions of time. The horizontal solid line labeled 
Irk shows the klystron frequency which is held fixed. Just 
before time t o  the Stark field is ,on,' Stark component 3 is 
• 
Figure 1I. Relation between Stark Field, Frequency of Stark 
Components and Frequency of Klystron. 
22 
23 
above V. and the ammonia gas has reached thermal equilibrium k 
for these conditions. At t o the Stark field begins to de-
crease, and at time t 1 the third Stark component frequency 
Ir3 passes through the klystron frequency Ir k . This inter-
changes the populations of the two levels associated with 
component 3, and the molecules begin to radiate at the fre-
quency Ji3 which quickly falls to V39 the zero field frequency 
of the rotational line. When this molecular radiation and 
the klystron radiation reach the crystal detector the output 
signal is the beat between the two at frequency Vi - U. 
This signal will decay quickly because of collisions with 
other molecules and with the walls of the absorption cell, 
and thermal equilibrium is quickly restored. As the Stark 
voltage rises there will'be a similar excitation of the 
ground state molecules when 	—sweeps throughiTk followed by 3 
molecular radiation whose frequency quick lk rises to a' 3,max' 
This radiation will beat with Jr giving an output signal 





General Experimental Apparatus  
The equipment used in this investigation was a conven- 
tional Stark modulated spectrograph similar to the one des-
cribed by Hughes and Wilson (4). Figure 12 shows a block 
diagram of this spectrograph. 
Since the resonance frequencies of NH 3 and OCS under 
investigation both fall in the range of 23 to 24 GHz, K-band 
microwave components were chosen. A universal klystron power 
supply was used for furnishing 2000 volts beam voltage and 
12 ma beam current to a reflex klystron. This klystron then 
generated about 250 milliwatts microwave power to a load 
made up of the absorption cell o the detector and other units 
of the microwave line. A ferrite isolator was connected to 
isolate the klystron from the rest of the system. A necessary 
adjunct to any spectrometer is a means of measuring the fre-
quency. This is usually determined approximately by means 
of a cavity wavemeter. Therefore a high-Q resonant cavity 
wavemeter was connected next to the ferrite isolator. A 
variable flap attenuator was also connected in the microwave 
line because it provided a simple convenient means of adjust-
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Figure 121.: Block Diagram of Spectrograph. 
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The gas sample under investigation filled a 70 inch 
long brass K-band waveguide absorption cell. The absorption 
cell served a two-fold functions as a container for the sam-
ple gas and a medium for the transmission of microwave 
energy. In order to hays - the Stark co*POndnts sweep through 
voltage;  the microwave 	an 85-kHz.squarewave 'V ge was 
applied to a flat strip electrode centered within the wave- 
guide which produced an electric field parallel to the micro-
wave electric field. This squarewAV'e voltage was produced 
by an 85-kHz; 0 to 2000•voltd-square wave generator. 
The signal from the absorption cell was detected by a 
crystal diode mounted at the end of the cell. A broadband 
amplifier using an integrated circuit was then added to the -
microwave line to amplify the beat signal from the crystal 
detector. A dual trace oscilloscope was used to display the 
signal output, the ideal exponential curve which will be dis-
cussed in the next section and the rise and fall of the Stark 
voltage. 
Since the microwave radiation from the klystron was 
required to have a fixed frequency, a lock-in system was add-
ed to the microwave line for this purpose. This system, 
similar to that described by Nave (5), Uses both phase-lock 
stabilization plus discriminator stabilization. 
An oscillator-synchronizer was used to provide the 
first stage phase-lock stabilization. Its function can be 
described as follows. The klystron signal is mixed with .a 
27 
harmonic of the signal from a crystal RF reference oscillator 
to produce a 30 MHz IF signal. This IF signal is then phase 
compared to an IF reference signal from an internal crystal 
controlled oscillator. Once it is locked, any attempt by 
the klystron to shift frequency will immediately produce a 
phase error and a phase comparator output voltage. That 
voltage is then applied in series with the klystron's re-
flector voltage to stop the frequency shift. In the arrange-
ment shown in Figure 12, klystron number one is stabilized at 
a fixed frequency as described above. 
The frequency of the stabilized klystron is then 
doubled (or tripled) and this signal is mixed with the out-
put of klystron number two in a crystal multiplier-mixer to 
produce a 60 MHz beat note. The output of the crystal multi-
plier is applied to a microwave frequency stabilizer which 
consists of an IF amplifier, a discriminator and a DC ampli-
fier. The output of the DC amplifier is applied in series 
with the klystron reflector voltage to stabilize the kly-
stron. The discriminator will lock on to harmonics at 50 MHz 
intervals up to 12 GHz. That is, a variation in the kly-
stron frequency will produce, an error voltage at the discrim-
inator which keeps the klystron frequency about 60 MHz from 
one of the,,harmonic , freqUencies. 
As an example of the lock-in-procedure, consider the 
case of the (3,3) inversion line'of NH. at 23870.12 MHz. 
The lock-in arrangement is shown on Figure 13. The first 
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klystron is stabilized by the oscillator synchronizer at 
11910 MHz by locking it 30 MHz above the 108th multiple of 
the 110 MHz RF reference oscillator in the stabilizer. This 
11910 MHz signal is then doubled by the crystal multiplier-, 
mixer and becomes 23820 MHz. Since the second klystron is 
tuned to 23678.12 MHz, there is a 58.12 MHz beat note which 
is applied to the microwave frequency stabilizer. The dis-
criminator is adjusted so that a beat note of 58.12 MHz will 
lock the second klystron at exactly 2387812 MHz,,which is 
8 MHz above'the NH 3 inversion line. 
Data Collection Procedure  
The pressure measurement has been a very important 
factor in this investigation. Three types of pressure gauges 
were used. A Pirani gauge, which must be calibrated for 
each individual gas, was used only as a reference for indi-
cating the rough reading. An MKS Baratron Electronic Pres-
sure Meter which measures pressures in the vacuum range in-
dependent of the gas composition, was the main pressure 
measurement apparatus used. A precise MacLeod gauge was used 
to calibrate the MKS Baratron gauge. 
Most of the data were taken with the absorption cell 
at -80 °C, which was obtained by placing dry ice directly on 
the absorption dell. There are two reasons for doing this. 
First, both rotational lines, N7
3
(3,3) and OCS(J = 1 to 2), 
are low-J transitions therefore their intensities are greater 
• 	;' 
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23820.00 MHz.: 
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11910.00 MHz 	(Klystron No.1) 
11880.00 MHz 	(Harmonic of 110 MHz 
Crystal Oscillator) 
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11910 MHz 
Figure 13. Relatibn of the FrequenCids Used 
in the Frequency Lock-in System. 
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at low temperature. Second, the NH3  pressure seems to be 
more stable at this low temperature. The sample gas , at 
room temperature was introduced into the cooled absorption 
cell. The gas source was then shut off and the sample in 
the absorption cell allowed to condense down to its vapor 
pressure. The absorption cell was then pumped until the 
desired pressure was reached. Data were taken after waiting 
long hours for the cell to cool down, for the gas to saturate 
the cell and for the gas pressure to stabilize at the desired 
low pressure when pumped out. 
For the fast passage type of excitation precise adjust-
ment of the power level in not necessary in order to observe 
a signal. The microwave power was attenuated by a calibrated 
variable attenuator in front of the absorption cell until an 
optimut beat signal pattern was seen on the oscilloscope. 
This optimum power was measured by a power meter. The emis-
sion radiation power was measured by comparing its signal 
amplitude with that of a source of known power. This tech-
nique will be discussed in detail in the next chapter. 
One of the measurements made in this study was the 
decay rate of the emission radiation. In order to measure 
the exponential decay rate precisely the RC-circuit shown in 
Figure 14 was used to display an exponential decay curve on 
the oscilloscope. The input to the circuit is the square 
wave from the oscilloscope gate and the output of the circuit 
is connected to one of the vertical displays. This ideal 
1 
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exponential decay was superimposed on each peak of the beat 
signal. By changing the 2.5 K variable resistor, which has 
a dial reading for precise measurement, a different rate of 
decay can be obtained for matching to each peak of the beat 
signal. The actual time constant in nano-seconds was found 
by using the calibration chart shown in Figure 15. Note on 
Figure 14, RC-circuit Used for Measuring the Time Constant. 
the chart two methods have been used for calibrating the RC-
circuit time constant. In one case ,a Wheatstone bridge and 
a capacitance bridge were used to-deasure the variableime- 
sistor and the capacitors respectively. The product of these 
R and C values is plotted with a solid line in Figure 15 
designated by RC. In the other case a Polaroid camera was 
used to photograph the exponential decay curve on the oscil-
loscope and the time constant was measured directly on the 
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DIAL READING 
Figure 15. Relation between Time Constant and Dial Reading 
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photograph. The results of these measurements are showilHby 
the curve designated by c in the same figure. The dashed 
line applies when only one capacitor (C = 147pf) is used, 
and goes , with the lower range of time constants. As can be 
seen from the figure both methods give the same results 
except for time constants greater than 700 nano-seconds. 
In some cases, especially when more than one Stark 
component passes through the klystron frequency the envelope 
of the beat signal does not show an ideal exponential decay 
and it becomes difficult to match with the exponential RC-
decay. It was found that instead of matching the exponen-
tial decay from the first positive peak, matching from the 
second positive peak will give much better results as shown 
on Figure 16. 
•,... 	 •. 	 . 
(a) With First Positive Peak 
(b) With Second Positive Peak 
Figure 16. Matching of the EXponential Curve 
with Different Peaks . 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATION 
Observation of'Microwave Emission under Different Conditions 
The nature of the microwave radiation following the 
sweep of a Stark component through the klystron frequency 
can. be best described by showing simultaneous oscilloscope 
tracings of the Stark voltage and the crystal detector signal. 
Therefore, a series of photographs of the dual trace oscillo-
scope is presented on the following pages which shows quali-
tatively the effects of varying the conditions of observation. 
The quantitative results will be discussed in the next sec-
tion of this chapter. 
Eighteen photographs(Figures 17 to 24) weie'made at 
ammonia and OCSgas pressUrS,between 2 and 150 microns. 
The rise and fall times for the Stark voltage are about 0.5 
microseconds, and the klystron power used was about 5 milli-
watts. The klystron frequency was usually fixed about 5 to 
8 MHz away from the rotational lines. Unless otherwise 
specified the molecules under investigation were cooled to 
dry ice temperature, i.e., -80 0C. 
Figure 17(a) shows the signal after the Stark compo-, 
nent sweeps down through the klystron frequency, and Figure 
17(b) shows the signal after the Stark component sweeps up 
(a) Fall 
(b) Raise 
Figure 17. Observation of Microwave Emission under 
Raising and Falling Stark Voltage. 
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through the klystron frequency. The oscillatory signal is 
the beat between the frequencies of the molecular radiation 
and the klystron radiation. The larger beat frequency observ-
ed in 17(a) is due to the fact that the klystron frequency 
is fixed farther from the rotational line frequency than it 
is from the Stark component frequency. 
Figure 18(b) shows the effect of sweeping two Stark 
components through the klystron frequency almost simul-
taneously. In order to determine the decay rate of the 
molecular radiation the Stark voltage trace has been repla-
ced by an RC exponential decay curve. The photograph 18(a) 
shows, that, for a low Stark voltage and one Stark component, 
the decay is a nearly perfect exponential, but for a higher 
Stark voltage and two Stark components the decay is not 
exponential. This is presumably the result of an overlap 
of signals due to the two components. The photographs were 
taken at 30 microns pressure and 1087 volts/cm Stark field. 
Figure 19 shows the effect of reducing the sweep 
rate. The sweep is about ten times slower in 19'(a) and the 
radiated pulses,frOm the separate Stark components are al-
most completely separated. The slow sweep was produced by a 
transistorized square-wave gene ator constructed for this 
	
purpose. Ami4dnia 	tibed -iinder t2A microns -.pressure , 	,  
and 2174 volts/cm Stark field for photograph 19(b). 
Figure 20 shows the beat signal under two opposite 
extremes of klystron power. A very small amount of micro- 
'r 
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(a) One Component 
(b) Two Components 
Figure 18. Observation of Microwave Emission under 
Different Number of Stark Components. 
F.P.5$1.004.]0'd 
1O 	-h 2ÔOn 
(a) Slow Sweep 
(b) Fast Sweep 
Figure 19. Observation of Microwave Emission 
under Different Sweep Rate. 
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(b) - Over Saturated Power 
(a) Very Small Amount of Power 
Figure 20. Observation of Microwave Emission under 
Two Opposite Extremes of Klystron Power. 
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wave power was transmitted through the ammonia gas in 20(a) 
and a power much larger than the optimum was used in 20(b). 
An approximately 250 milliwatt microwave power was generated 
by the klystron which was attenuated about 1 db through a 
variable attenuator before it was transmitted into the 
absorption cell. The optimum power was obtained when the 
variable attenuator was turned to 12 db and the resulting 
signal is shown in Figure 17(a). The photographs of Figure 
20 were taken at 30 micron pressure . and 1087 volts/cm Stark 
field. 
Figure 21 has six photographs to show the emission 
under six different Stark fields. Photograph (a) shows the 
signal produced when a Stark voltage of 80 volts was applied 
to the electrodes (with a separation of 0.184 cm). This was 
barely enough Stark voltage tO:produCe'a small signal. Only 
the upper edge of the'broadened Stark component (number three 
in Figure 11) was being swept up to the klystron frequency. 
When the voltage was increased to 100 volts, photograph (b), 
the center of the , broadened Stark component was swept up to 
the klystron frequency and the offset of voltage on and volt-
age off base lines is maximum because of the absorption 
which occured when the voltage was on. At 140 volts, photo-
graph (c), the maximum absorption and maximum dip of the 
signal occurs after the Stark voltage starts to drop and the 
excitation mechanism is now abiabatic rapid passage. The 
offset of base lines here is the result of absorption by the.  
49, 1r 
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(a) 80 Volts 
(b) 100 Volts 
Figure 21. Observation of Microwave Emission 
under Different Stark Voltages. 
(c) 14o Volts 
(ci) 200 Volts 
( continued ) 
Figure 21. Observation of Microwave Emission 
under Different Stark Voltages. 
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(e) 300 Volts 




( continued ) 
Figure 21. Observation of Microwave Emission  
under Different Stark Voltages. 
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lower edge of component three and the upper edge of component 
two before the voltage started to drop. When the Stark 
voltage was increased to 200 volts the signal amplitude reach-
ed its maximum and very clear oscillation is shown on photo-
graph (d). The base line offset is now very small since none 
of the Stark components fall near the klystron frequency when 
the voltage is on. At 300 volts, from photograph (e) one sees 
that the third Stark component is about to enterand can be 
seen on the left of the beat signal. On photograph (f) the 
third Stark component is more clearly visible and makes the 
ripple on the left portion of the beat signal as the Stark 
voltage increased to 400 volts. For comparision the Stark 
fields for Stark voltages 80v, 100v, 140v, 200v, 300v, and 
400v used in Figure 21 are 435 v/cm, 543 v/cm, 761 v/cm, 
1087 v/cm, 1630 v/cm, and 2174 v/cm respectively. The 
sample was ammonia at a pressure of 30 microns and the 
klystron was fixed about 8 :KHz above the NH
3 
 (3,3) line. 
Figure 22 shows the effect of changing the ammonia 
gas pressure with other conditions constant. For pressures 
above about 150 microns the signal decays because of colli-
sions before many oscillations can occur. This can be seen 
on photograph (a) where just one ripple appears. When the 
pressure was reduced to 70 microns as shown on photograph 
(b), the oscillations began but it was difficult to measure 
the decay rate from so few ripples. At 20 microns as shown 
on photograph (c), the exponential decay is well formed after 
Sam: 
. 	 . 	 . 	 . : 	 . 
(a) 150 Microns 
(b) 70 Microns 
Figure 22. Observation of Microwave Emission 
under Different Pressures. 
(c) 20 Microns 
(d) 2 Microns 
( continued ) 
Figure, 2 . Observation of Microwave Emission 
under Different Pressures. 
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the first dip. As the pressure goes down to only 2 microns 
the exponential decay is very slow because collisions are 
in frequent. The time constant is inversely proportional to 
Pressure as will be explained in detail in the next section. 
The signal amplitude is slightly reduced in going from 20 to 
2 microns pressure as shown on photograph (d). The Stark 
field used for the photographs in Figure 22 was 1087 volts/cm 
and the klystron was fixed at 8.01 MHz above the NH 3 (3,3) 
line. 
Figure 23 shows the signal produced by OCS at two 
different temperatures. Photograph (a) shows the signal 
from OCS at room temperature while photograph (b) shows the 
signal at dry ice temperature, i.e., -80 °C. As can be seen 
from Figure 23 tlie'beat signal is smaller when the sample is 
at the higher temperature. This is because the low-J transi-
tions are more heavily populated at the lower temperature, 
and the transition involved 'here is the OCS J = 2-'1. The 
Stark field applied was 3265 volts/cm and the klystron fre-
quency was fixed 5 MHz above the OCS J = 2-0.1 rotational 
line. 
Figure 24 shows the signals from NH 3 and OCS at the 
same low pressure 10 microns. The NH 3 signal is stronger 
because its larger dipole moment produced a stronger mole-
cular radiation. The NH
3 
 signal decays more quickly for the 
same reasons. That is, the larger dipAe moment causes a 
stronger interaction between molecules which is responsible 
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(b) Dry Ice Temperature 
(a) Room Temperature 
Figure 23. Observation of Microwave Emission 
under Different Temperature. 
(a) NH3 
(b) OCS 
Figure 24. Observation of Microwave Emission under 
Different Samples at Low Pressures. 
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for the AdVair,..; 	' 
When one attemktS ,to match an exponential decay curve 
to the NH3 signal 4it,4s not unusual to find a„small deviation 
`-=0 of the NH
3 
signal frqui4poexponential decay. The amplitude 
of the NH, signal,will fall then rise slightly then fall 
• 	 ' 	 • 	 ; 	 - again prodUcing a imal:73bump'iri theenveioPe.1 The bump is 
more prominent at low pressures and may be connected with 
the fact that the decay rate for the NH
3 signal is slower 
than expected. Such a bump is not observed for OCS. 
The Relation of Decay Rate and Other Physical Parameters_ 
From observation of the microwave emission it was 
found that the crystal detector output signal, i.e., the 
beat between the molecular and klystron radiations decays 
quickly and approximately exponentially due to collisions 
with other molecules and with the walls of the cell. By 
changing the environmental physical parameters, such as 
pressure, temperature and power it was found that there are 
certain relationships between these parameters and the decay 
rate. The measurement , and analys:is of these relationships 
are discussed below. 
Pressure 
The decay rate of the microwave emission is closely 
related to the broadening of rotational lines with increasing , 
 pressure. From kinetic theory of gases it is known (6) that 
the mean time between collisions of molecules may be related 
= 
to the molecular diameter .b by the equation 
(12) 
Where N, is the number of molecules per unit volume and Ir 12 
is the mean relative velocity pf,the colliding molecules. 
For a fixed,, temperature, 71 2 and b are constant while N is 
proportional to the pressure. Since 17= 1/(21T& V') (7) where 
to is the half line width at half-maximum power, and assuming 
that N = CP where C is a constant at a particular temperature 
and 'P is the pressure it is found that 
aid' 	C 1 12b4 &v. 
P - 2 
Townes, Holden and Merritt (8) were the first group to meas-
ure this line-breadth parametereac. For the OCS J = 	1 
transition at room temperature they report the value 
Air = 6.0 + 1 Mc/MM-Hg. Several years la:ter--Feeny Lackner, 
Moser and Smith (9) applied the same experimental method, 
i.e., directly measured the difference in frequency between 
the'tWo sides of the absorptional line at different pressures. 
They reported a value of 6.4o + 0.10 Mc/mm-Hg. 
In this investigaion the decay time V was measured 
for OCS and NH
3 
gases. The measurements on OCS were made in 
the pressure range from 20 to 200 microns of Hg, and the sam-
ple was stored in the absorption cell and cooled to dry ice 
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temperature. The klystron was locked at 24330.5 MHz which 
was 4.6 MHz above the J = 2-171 rotational line of OCS. The 
Stark field was 3265 Volts/cm furnished by a 600 volt square 
wave voltage. The data were taken at different pressures 
and the results are shown in Table 1 and plotted in Figure 
25. The second column of Table 1 indicates the relative sig-
nal strength of the first oscillation measured in millivolts 
from center to first positive peak. The values of 1/1: given 
in the last column of Table 1 are plotted versus the pressure 
in Figure 25. The slope of this line obtained by the method 
of least squares was found to be 0.574 x 10 -4 nano-sec -1 - 
- miicron 1 -Hg. 
In order to check the results for the decay rate of 
the signal with those of the line broadening measurements 
mentioned above a temperature correction, which will be dis-
cussed in the next section, was applied to the slope of the 
1 
line of Figure 25. It was found that-- = 0.373x10 -4n-sec -1 
-micron-Hg at 25 oC. From 2TP17 = 1 it is then found 
a br 	1 
P = 2 1
rt p = 5.9 Mc/mm-Hg 
	
(14) 
which is very close` to the,value-6.0 Mc/Mm-*Wreported by 
Townes and slightly smaller than the valUe 6.4 reported by 
Feeny C9). 
Some difficlty was,encountered in trying to repeat 
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Figure 25. Reciprocal. Time Constants versus 
Pressure, OCS J = 2 	1, V = C. 
        
        
Table 1. Pressure, Signal Amplitude. and 
4 	44 r' 
COhstantz,Of 'OCS r 2 -41 
Pressure 
(Micron) 




 (Nano-sec ') 
191.7 16.0 93 0.01075 
172.5 16.5 107 0.00935 
152.1 18.0 119 0.00840 
135.1 18.5 13o 0.00769 
116.2 19.0 157 0.00637 
96.9 18.5 187 0.00535 
86.8 18.3 223 o.00448 
76.8 17.5 257 0.00389 
64.6 16.5 297 0.00337 
51.0 14.5 445 0.00225 
39.7 12.0 512 0.00195 
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Figure 26. Results of Six Sets of Measurement of Time - 
Constant and Pressure of OCS J =2 1, V = O. 
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shows the results of 5 different measurements. The original 
data are given in Appendix C. All these measurements were 
taken at different times under what_were supposed to be the 
same physical conditions. As seen from fidure 26 the slopes 
obtained on different runs are not changed appreciably which 
implies that the line-breadth paramenter 41r will still check 
with the theoretical prediction. As will be discussed in the 
next section,_one of the possible fattors which might have 
influenced these measurements is the timperature. 
The other sample gas chosen for this investigation was 
ammonia. The results of the measurement are shown in Figure 
27. ,A 1087 volts/cm Stark field was applied to the electrode 
inside the absorption cell where the sample gas was stored 
and the gas was cooled to dry ice temperature. The klystron 
frequency was locked at 23878.04 MHz, 8.03 MHz above the NH 3 
 inversion line. The data are shown in Table 2 and plotted in 
Figure 27. The slope of the curve on Figure 27 was found to 
be 2.3 x 10 -5 cycle/(n-sec) (micron). After considering the 
temperature correction, changing the units and applying 
Air =- the line.sbroadening parameter was found to be 2.4 
2rz 
Mc/mm-Hg which is about ten times smaller than line.mbroaden-
ing experiment results, i.e., 24 Mc/mm-Hg reported by Legan, 
Roberts, Rinehart and Lin (10). This measurement of time 
constant as a. function of pressure was repeated more than 
ten times with great precautions. Some of the results are 
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Figure 27. Reciprocal Time Constants versus 
Pressure, NH (3,3). 3 
Table 2. Pressure, Signal Amplitude and 









r 	(Nano-sec 1) 
100.9 9.0 255 0.003 92 
85.2 10.0 303 0.00330 
66.9 11.5 341 0.00293 
52.8 13.0 373 0.00268 
36.0 14.5 450 0.00222 
23.1 16.0 507 0.00197 
11.9 17.5 610 0.00164 
6.9 1NO'' 736 0.00136 
2.2 155 915. 	, 0.00107 
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Figure 28. Results of-Five Sets of Measurement of Time 
Constant and Pressure of NH3 (33). 
L.    	
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be seen from Figure,28, even through the data! ate scattered 
the slope of the curve on each performance is, close to the 
value shoWn in Figure 27, i.e. 2.30 x 10 -5 cycle/(n-sec) 
(micron). 
Temperature 
Over the pressure range in Which line broadening is 





where AW is the line breadth at room temperature and at 
the same pressure as 44,-, T is the absolute temperature at 
which Air is measured. There is some uncertainty about the 
temperature dependence of the line breadth, i.e., the value 
of x. On the theoretical part, Anderson (12) and Margenau 
(13) have predicted' that the collision cross section should 
vary inversely with temperature, giving x.= -1. Experimen-
tally, Johnson and Slager (14) have found the rotational 
lines of OCS to vary in width approximately as T -3/2 . 
Beiviger and Castle (15) observed that the width of the 
paramagnetic resonance lines of 0 2 varied as T -3/4 . The 
measurements of Hill and Gordy (16) on several lines indi-
cated a variation as T -1 approximately. 
In order to find the influence of temperature on the 
decay rate observed here two measurements were made under 
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the same physical conditions except that one was made with 
dry ice on the absorption cell and the other without. Both 
of these measurements were performed with ammonia gas as 
sample with the same power level, the same Stark field (1087 
volts/cm), the same klystron frequency (8.01 MHz above NH
3 
inversion line) and the same pressure range (8 to 93 micron-
Hg). The data are reported in Table 6 in Appendix C and the 
results are shown in Figure 29. 
In order to compare the results of this investigation 
with other known values, equation (15) will be rewritten 
using 4L 	(2Tirt) -1 . Hence X becomes 
°. 
Lk` log (-7t ) 
X 
 




log ( ---). 
300 
 
The measurements were made at room temperature and at dry 
ice temperature therefore T = 195 °K in equation (16). From 
Figure 29, for a certain fixed value of pressure the ratio 
W4c can be found and therefore a value of X can be calCU-
lated. The result is shown in Table 3. 
From Table 3 one can see that the value of X is 
slightly reduced as the pressure goes down, therefore equa-
tion (15) does not predict the observed temperature depen-
dence of Z exactly. The average value of X' from Table 3 is 
-0.650 which is approximately Johnson and Slager's value 
dry iC,e on cell 
' 	 • 	 - 
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Figure 29. Relationship of Time Constant 
and Temperature s NH
3 
 (3 3) 
























As was discussed in Chapter II and observed in the 
last section the klystron power is not a critical factor as 
far as observing the signal is concerned. In addition, no 
noticeable change of decay rate could be detected for a 
fairly large range of power levels (between 4 and 20 db of 
the attenuation). The signal amplitude, on the other hand 
is changed with klystron power level, as indicated by Figure 
20. Hence / the main reason for setting the variable atten-
uator at 11.5 db was to give the optimum beat signal and 
maximum signal amplitude. 
The Relation Between Signal Amplitude and 
Other Physical Parameters 
Throughout this study it was found that the signal 
amplitude, the height of the second v positive peak above the 
center line as shown on Figure 16(b), varied when lf,environ-
mental conditions changed. These conditions included , 
4 
pressure, temperature and klyOrop power passing through .:  
the sample gas. Theoretically, the larger signal amplitude 
indicates that , more sample molecules are, radiating in phase 




and OCS were used for this study. The sample 
gas was cooled to dry ice temperature for the purpose of in- 
• , r 
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creasing the signal amplitude and hence, increasing the accur-
acy of the amplitude measurement. The klystron power level 
was adjusted to the optimum value at the start of each run. 
The NH
3 
molecules were introduced under a Stark field of 
about 1087 volts/cm and the kiiiStron was locked at 8 MHz above 
the inversion line. The OCS molecules were under 3265 volts/ 
4 
cm Stark field arid the - klystr on was stabilized  ''at 5,:MHz .   
above the rotational line. 
The results are tabulat ed in Tablesi land 2, and also 
plotted in Figure 30. As can be seen from Figure 30 both 
sample gasesx6how - a maximum'in 'signal amplitude as the pres-
sure is reduced. This phenomenon can be explained as 
follows, Before the signal reaches its maximum, i.e., at a 
higher pressure, the probability that the molecules will 
radiate in phase is small due to the large interaction be-
tween molecules, Therefore the signal is smaller. As the 
pressure goes down, the chance that the molecules will 
radiate in phase becomes larger and larger and this increas-
es the amplitude. However as the pressure is reduced the 
number of molecules radiating decreases, Therefore, a point 
is reached where the amplitude goes through a maximum, and 
then decreases as the pressure is further reduced. 
Temperature  
In order to see the influence of temperature on the 
signal amplitude, ammonia gas was admitted to the absorption 
cell without dry ice on the waveguide. The pressure versus 
1 
20 	40 	60 	80 	100 	120 	140 	160 
Pressure ( microns ) 
Figure 30. Signal Amplitude and Pressure Relation 
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signal amplitude measurement was perforned under the same 
conditions as when the absorption cell was surrounded by dry 
ice. The data are shown in Table 7 of Appendix C and plotted 
in Figure 31. The figure shows that the signal amplitude is 
much smaller at room temperature as expected. The primary 
reason for the amplitude being larger at the lower temperature 
is the fact that the ammonia (3,3) inversion line is a low-J 
transition and therefore the initial state for the transition 
is more highly populated at the lower temperature. 
Klvstron Power 
To study the change of signal amplitude as the kly-
stron power is changed, the ammonia gas was chosen as sample. 
The pressure inside the absorption cell was 14 micron-Hg and 
temperature was -80 °C. The klystron was locked at 23878.12 
MHz by the lock-in system described in Chapter III. The 
klystron power was varied by adjusting the calibrated vari-. 
able attenuator in front of the absorption cell. The crystal 
current at the detector was read by a Triplitt 630-APLK 
- . 
meter. The power was read from A crystal current versus 
power, chart which , was,obtained earlier using a Hewlett-. 
Packard power meter. The results are shdwn in Table 8, 
Appendix C and in Figure 32. Figure 32 shows that when the 
klystron power was high, such as 5.0 milliwatts, the beat 
signal was saturated and distorted as shown in Figure 20 part 
(a). Therefore the reading of the signal amplitude, from 
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Figure 31, Signal Amplitude and Temperature Relation 
7G 
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Figure 32. Signal Amplitude and Klystron 
Power Relation. 
4 . 
schematic diagram of the 'apparatus'= used is shown in Figure 
33. 
The- ammoniagas at a Presa, 
was introduced to the absorption 
of about 30 micron=
hich was cooled with 
71 
smaller in this region. As the klystron power was reduced 
it passed through a broad range of stable signal amplitudes 
including the optimum value at 2.5 milliwatts. As the 
klystron power was further reduced below 2 milliwatts the 
amplitude was drastically reduced. 
The Emission Radiation Power 
One of the interests of this investigation was to 
measure the amount of microwave power emitted during the 
molecules radiation process. Because the radiated power was 
so small a careful indirect measurement was needed. A 
dry ice. Klystron number one was e,main microwave source, ,•  	4., 
and its frequency was locked at 8 MHz above the NH
3 
(3,3) 
inversion line by the lock-in unit described in Chapter III. 
The Stark component was swept through the klystron frequency 
by the applied Stark field and the beat between the molecular 
radiation and the klystron radiation was detected by the 
signal detection unit also described in Chapter III. Between 
the absorption cell and detection unit a directional coupler 
was connected in order to add in a microwave line consisting 
of a second klystron, an isolator, a wavemeter and two 
calibrated variable attenuators. 
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Figure 33. Block Diagram of Apparatus Used for 
the Radiation Power Measurement. 
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Klydtron 2,was'tuned to the , ammonia Brie k frequency, 
and its poWer was measured at the detector with a known 
setting of attenuator 2. Then attenuator 2 was adjusted 
until the amplitude of the beat between the radiations of 
klystrons 1 sand 2. matched the beat amplitude betweefi the 
molecular radiation and the radiation of klystron 1. Know-
ing the settings of attenuator 2 in both of the above cases 
one can calculate the power from klystron 2 required to 
produce a beat of the same amplitude as the molecular radia-
tion beat signal. This klystron 2 power should be equal 
to the molecular radiation power. From this measurement the 
molecular radiation power was found to be approximately 
0.024 	.003Avv. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The results of this investigation have shown that the 
adiabatic rapid passage technique can be used to excite gas 
molecules. It has also been demonstrated'that the molecular 
radiation occurring after excitation is coherent. This is 
evident from the fact that a clear beat signal is produced 
when the molecular radiation and the klystron radiat'ion fall 
on the detector. 
The most -varprising result pf this investigation has 
been that the decay time for the molecular radiation in the 
case'of ammonia is about ten times longer than that which 
would be expected from direct line width measurements. This 
seems to indicate that not all of the collisions which 
contribute to broadening of the ammonia line interrupt the 
coherent radiation process observed in this experiment. The 
measured decay rate of the OCS J = 2 -191 transition, on the 
other hand, is just slightly larger than that calculated 
from the line broadening parameter. Macke and Glorieux (17) 
observed a much slower decay rate for OCS but Hill et al (18) 
repotted a result similar to that obtained in this investi-
gation. An extension of this investigation to other gas 
molecules is recommended, in the hope of finding an explana- 
71+ 
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The beat signal, between the molecular radiation and 
the klystron radiation, was studied under different pressures, 
temperatures and klystron power levels. It was found that 
the decay rate of the beat signal is inversely proportional 
to the pressure and remains constant for a fairly wide range 
of klystron power levels. The relation between temperature 
and decay rate is not given exactly by the simple equation 
suggested by Gordy et al (19). 
The relations between signal amplitude and pressure, 
temperature, and klystron power have also been studied. It 
was found that both NH
3 
 and OCS signal amplitudes pass 
through a maximum as the pressure changes. At very low 
pressure, below 40 microns, the signal amplitude of NH
3 
is 
much larger than that of the OCS and this is consistent with 
the fact that the line intensity of NH
3 
is about ten times 
larger than that of OCS. Above 50 microns the NH
3 
signal am-
plitude is smaller than that of OCS because the NH
3 
molecule 
has a larger dipole moment which perturbs the neighboring 
molecules. This causes the NH
3 
molecules to radiate at = 
slightly different frequencies and coherence is lost. It 
was also found that the signal amplitude increased as tem-
perature decreased as one would expect for a low-J transition. 
The signal amplitude passes through a broad maximum as the 
klystron power level changes. 
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The molecular radiation power was estimated to be 
0.024 0.003 microwatts for the first 100 nano-seconds of 
the radiation. 
Since the rate of sweep and the klystron power are 
not critical so long as they fall within some broad limits, 
and since only "a low power is required this method of ex
citing molecules should be a useful tool in other experi- 
ments. For example, it should be possible to use adiabatic 
rapid passage as the method of excitation in performing 
microwave-double-resonance experiments (20) and in observing 
the collisional transfer of rotational energy (21). 
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APPENDIX A 
THE DERIVATION OF THE SOLUTIONS OF EQUATION - (10) 
7 8 
THE DERIVATION OF THE SOLUTIONS OF EQUATION (10) 
Te'derivation of solutitihs of equation (10)-can be 
	
traced as follows: Conside 	vo non-degenerate states, 
namely ground state g and excited state e, interacting by 
Hamiltonian 
H' = -AvE = 	= 	2E cos 21Tirt X x x 
o 	2rirt 	-27Tivt
) = -11xEx (e e 
where 2Ex is the amplitude of the radiation E-field. The 
time-dependent coefficient of the ground state component of 
the wavefunction will be 
a 	— W 2wi f H 9 	dt * h agg g 
2i 	o "0 
g (t) 	- - he 
H'
g 	e d 	
(A2) 
Expanding term W by y t exp- (2n1E°t/h)land from le ja c) dt=0 g 	g 	g 	 g x 
0 o 
the upper equation can be written as 
o 	 -2nit 
g (t) = — ae Ex pxge  exp 	° (E - E
o 
- hU)1 












wherepxge is the' matriluelement of dipole moment sux link-
ing states g and e. Ignoring the rapidly varying term 
exp(-21ri (E: E: + 110) t/h) and letting 





C = 	E h x xeg 
	
21r o 	0 
R he g = 21T if 
then one obtains 
a (t) =iCae exp . I - (c)il 60)t - la() . 	(A4) g 
Similarly, it can be shown that 
e(t) =iCag 
 exp 	-ø)t + jot). 	(A5) 
By taking the second derivative of equation (A5) it can be 
shown that 
ae (t) - JAw e (t) + C 2ae (t) = 0 . 	(A6) 
In order to simplify the notation let 
2 
n= ( m2 + C 




ae (t) -i2m ae (t) + (n
2 - m2 ) ae (t) = 0 . 	(A7) 
Solving the differential equation (A7) by using two integra-
tion constants, cl and c2 , it is found that 
1 
ae (t) = exp(-imt)(7 	exp(int) + c 2exp(-int)) . 	(A8) 2n 
Similarly one finds 
-1 	
/id 
a (t) =---exp(imt - ick) 	(n-m)exp(int) k 2n 
+ c (n+m)exp(-int)) 
	
(A9) 
In order to eliminate the integration constants consider the 
special case when t = 0, i.e., 
-lei 












= aog 2mn  c _2 
and Solving equation (Ala), for c 1 and c2  gives 










› 	2n oe 
(A11) 
8 1 
Substituting equation (All) into equation (A8) and (A9) and 
expressing the time-dependent exponentials in terms of sines 
and cosines one obtains 
im 
ae (t) =(exp(-imt)] aoe (cos nt + ---sin nt) 
C 
---e (sin nt) aog ) n 	
eic _id 
a (t) =(exp(imt))i— e 
' n 	
aoe sin nt 
im 
+ a 	(cos nt ----sin nt). 0g . n  
(Al2) 
(A13) 
when /4= 60R , i.e., the sweep frequency is fixed at the 
resonance frequency then m = 0 and equation (Al2) and equa-
tion (A13) become 
ae (t) = aoe cos ct + i e1 aog 
sin ct 
and 	 (A14) 
-d 
a (t) = aog cos et + i e a aoe sin ct . 
For the case in which the system is initially in the ground 
state, aog = 1 and aoe = 0, and one obtains 
82 
, 
a e (t) = i e 10  din et 	a (t) = cos ct . 	(A15) 
The probabilities of the system being in groundand excited 
states are 
ae (t) ae (t) = sin
2ct • 	a (t) a (t) = cos 2ct . (A16) 
This is the result plotted in Figure 4. 
APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER CALCULATION 




OF THE POPULATION PROBABILITY 
For an infinitesmal time interval t the increment 
of the coefficient of the wavefunction can be written as 
ag (t+At) 4 a (t) + g (t)sit • 	 (B1) 
g 	
6. 
From equation (A4) of Appendix A it is found that 
ag (t +41t) 4 ag(t) + ica e (t)expti(% -00 )4At ., 	(B2) 
Let AD=d0
R 
+ kt, and equation (B2) becomes 
a (t 4-ALt) i a (t) 	icae  (t)exp t+ikt 2)At . 
	(B3) 
Suppose that changes frOM 4VR-' 4 60 to 	+6W while the 
time goes from -T to +T - as indicated below 





Then 403= kT of k = ha)/T. If the interval from t = -T to 
T 
t = T is divided into 2N steps of magnitude At 	and the 
1 
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steps are numbered I = 0,1,2,....2N then equation (B3) can be 
written 
leT 	 I-N. 2 
	
a (I + 1) = a (I) +- —a e (I)exp 	 ) . 	(B4) N  
Since the values of a (I) and a (I) are complex num-
bers, by using the superscripts r and i to represent real 
and imaginary parts respectively, equation (B4) becomes 
ar (I +1) + iai (i + 1) = a(I) + ia i (I) g 	 g 	 g 	g 
cT ( r „ 	i t ‘) 
+ i-- a (I) + ia ‘I, (Cos B + i sin B) . 	(B5) 
I-N 2 
where B = “---T) . Collecting real and imaginary parts, 
N 




ar (I+12) = a(I) +7" , ae sin B 
  
- ai cos B 
 
  
ai (I+1) = a(I) -4- -
-E 
 sin B + ar cos B) 









sin B - g 





A Focal computer language was applied to write the 
equation (B6) into the computer program. A typical program 




2.20 S C(1)=40*10t6 ; S C(2)=100*1076; S C(3)=500*10t6; 5 NO=1 
2.40 S N=10000; S 4=4/10t7 	5-E=10t15 
2.70 F V=1, 1,N0; S M1=0;. S-M2=0; S N1=1; 'S N2=0; D 2.8 
2.75 QUIT 
2.80 S E= CC 	V 	-D 2.91; : 	I =0,1,2*N ; D 3 
2.90 T %.10,!1,"C(V)",CcV)L T %404," 	 N",N..!! 
2.91 T 	I"," 	Mt2", "- Nt2"," " .'602.4Nt2"(9.? 
3.10 S J=EM1t24-M2t2] ;S Q=ENIt24-N2123 
3.12 IF C1/40-FITR(1/400,3.15,3.20 
3.15 T %4,I/10; T X4.03, J 	; T 24.03,Q,J4Q,! 
3.20 S 13=1{*C(I-N)*L/N312 
3.30 S J1=M4 -1- E*1 - N2*FCO5(B)+N4*FSIN(B)1 
3.35 S J2=M2tE;!cCNI*FCO5(13Y4N2*FSIMID3 
3.40 S Q1=N1 - E*CM2*FOOS(B)+Ml*FSIN(B)3 
3.45 S Q2=N2+.E*CM4*FOOS(B)-M2*FSINCE03 






0.002 	N= 	10000 
Mt2-11-Nt2 
0= 0.000= 1.000= 1.000 
4= 00004= 0.997= 1.000 
8= 0.009= 0.991= 10000 
12= 0.009= 0.991= 1.000 
16= 0.003= 0.997= 1.000 
20= 0.000= 1.000= 1.000 
24= 0.004= 0.997= 1.001 
= 28= 0.009= 0.991= 1.001 
32= 0.009= 0.992= 1.001 
36= 0.003= 0.998= 1.001 
40= 0.000= 1.001= 1.001 
44= 0.004= 0.997= 1.001 
48= 0.009= 0.992= 1.001 
52= 0.010= 0.992= 1.001 
56= 0.004= 0.997= 1.001 
60= 0.000= 1.001= 1.001 
64= 0.003= 0.999= 1.002 
68= 0.009= 0.993= 1.002 
72= 0.010= 0.991= 1.002 
76= 0.006= 0.996= 1.002 
80= 0.000= 1.001= 1.002 
84= 0.002= 1.001= 1.002 
APPENDIX C 
TABLES OF TIME CONSTANT AND PRESSURE, 
TEMPERATURE RELATION MEASUREMENT 
TABLES OF TIME CONSTANT AND PRESSURE 
TEMPERATURE RELATION MEASUREMENT 








106.0 182 0.00549 
93. o 210 o.O0476 
75.5 265 0.00377 
65.5 300 0.00333 
54.o 376 0000266 





116.5 , 	173  rlY' ,Q4'OP578' .4 	:. 





76.0 -- ,_317. ..-; ,,,,. i 	tA4o031-5.: ., 
64.;o 342 ' 	0.00292 
52.0 445 0.00241 
42.0 526 - 	0.00190 
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( Continued ) 









91.0 182 0.00549 
84.0 210 0.00476 
74.5 237 0.00422 
64.2 , .300 0:00333 
51..0 348 0.00287 
39.5 425 0.00235' 
32.2 486 0,00206 
20.6 750, 0.00133 
143.0 127 0.00787 • 
118.0 140 0.00714 





52.0 220 4 '0.00455 
43.5 278 0;00360 
32.5 362 ' 
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( Continued_ ) 








(Nano-sec -1 ) 
Designation 
190.7 ,,. 	 107 G0935 0 
161.8 
121.5 135  0.00741 
91.2 222 0.00450 
72.2 279 0.00358 
63.8 320 0.00312 
52.7 370 0.00270 
41.4 500 0.00200 
27.7 670 0.00149 
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' 14.4 
Table 5, -; 
	








De s igBat*On 
104.0. 267 0.00375 • 
89.8 •"' 287 0.00348 
70.1 330 0.00303 
54.6 363 0.00275 
47.9 405 0.00247 
35.4 485 0.00215 
25.0 550 0.00182 
15.4 625 0.00160 
7.6 727 0.00138 
1.8 850 0.00118 , 
105.7 250 0.00400 0 
82,7 300 0.00333 
67.6 315 0.00317 
54.8 335 0.00299 
40.8 375 0.00267 
14.0 565 0.00177 
2.8 840 0.00122 
( continued ) 
Table 5. NH3  Data of Figure 28 
• 	 . ' 
Pressure 
(Micron) 









;:,,' 	:,,,,,3ooi,   ,  
0357 	 A 
.0033   ' ; 	1,3 
68.5 - 310 , ,0.04022 
58.0 320 0.00312 
50.5 360 0.00278 
40.5 400 0.00250 
29.5 420 0.00238 
24.0 440 0.00227 
18.0 )+6o 0,00217 
13.o 540 0.00185 
10.0 58o 0.00172 
5.4 960 ,0.00103 
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( continued ) 








82.0 280 0.00357 
72.0 300 ,040333 
63.5 320 070012 
53.0 340 6:-00294 
45.2 380 0.00263 
38.0 400 
» 	- 
-- 2'0:100250  
26.5 440 0.00227 
1,•v• 
20.5 520 0.00192 
16.5 560 0.00179 
11.3 640 0.00156 
6.5 840 0.00119 




( continued ) 









70.0 390 000255 416 
59.5 400 0.00250 
50.0 410 0.00244 
39.5 450 0.00222 
32.5 500 0.00200 
25.5 600 0.00167 
20.0 650 0.00153 
15.0 700 0.00142 
11.0 850 0.00118 
7.5 950 0.00105 
4.5 1100 0.00091 
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89.4 327 0.00306 with dry ice 
75.8 360 0.00278 
63.0 389 0.00257 
51.1 410 0.00244 
41.3 445 0.00225 
30.0 472 0.00212 
18.0 527 0.00190 
9.0 581 0.00172 
7.5 652 0.00153 
* Both measurements were taken at same power level, 140 
volts Stark voltage and with beat at 8.01 MHz. 
( Continued ) 









88.6 457 0.00219 without 
69.9 480 0.00208 dry ice 
50.2 525 0.00190 
27.5 623 0.00161 
16.7 681 0.00147 
11.7 775 0.00129 
8.0 842 0.00119 
* Both measurements were taken 4t,:'$,4me,. power level, 140 
volts Stark ,voltage and with beat at 8.01 MHz. 
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Table 7. Signal Amplitude and Temperature :Relation 




107„,,, 	_ I 	 Er: 8' , 	- , .,,,,,,,,,  dry ice temperature 
71 	 I ,  --' 	- A . 4 
55 	13.0  
37  
04.z. 	,,,,,, , ,7•:, 'v's 	','. 	,, .,. 	.  
, 	
. 
r: ,, 	 ;-”. 	 PV7/ 	j 	
4, 	,- t- 4,  
13 - 17.6 
8 	 17.0 




























Table 8, Signal Amplitude and Klystron Power Relation 
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